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Émilie Aussant 

Extended Sanskrit Grammar  
and the classification of words 

ABSTRACT 
The general aim of this study is to present the way in which some word classifications elaborated for 
Sanskrit were extended to languages other than Sanskrit and to lay stress upon what the cases under 
study here teach us regarding Extended Sanskrit Grammar. The study concentrates mainly on classi-
fications of nouns in two grammars: Reverend Adam’s Hindee Grammar for the instruction of the 
young in the form of easy questions and answers (1827) and Kovu i Nedu g i’s K ra a Kaumud  
(1878), two works which provide a sufficiently ample space for reflection. 

1.. Introduct 1

The general framework within which this paper falls is the Extended Sanskrit 
Grammar. My aim is to present the way in which some word classifications 
elaborated for Sanskrit were extended to languages other than Sanskrit and to 
lay stress upon what the cases under study here teach us regarding Extended 
Sanskrit Grammar.  

Why choose this topic, “word classifications”? 
The analysis of language into units seems to have been fundamental in all 

language study traditions. Robins (1966) and others have shown that the history 
of linguistic ideas in the Greco-Latin area can be described in terms of the devel-
opment of word-classes. Yet, classifying words is an activity that is neither self-
explanatory nor consistent: the classifier has an epistemological aim (i.e. some-
thing to explain) and we must consider the regularities (in other words, the 
classes) established on this basis. Epistemological aims have varied greatly 
throughout history, from one tradition of language study to another as well as 
within one and the same tradition. Even today, category-assignment and the na-

1) I warmly thank Prof. George Cardona and Malhar Kulkarni for their kind help. 
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ture of categories (language-particular categories vs pre-established — hence 
universal — categories) are hotly debated topics in descriptive linguistics and 
linguistic typology. In a previous study (Aussant 2016), I have shown that in 
every field of Sanskrit erudition (among them, grammar — Vy kara a) at least 
one classification of words is to be found. Some are very basic, others extremely 
sophisticated; some have been circulated, others seem to have been mentioned 
only once. Given this situation, it seemed to me interesting to see whether some 
of the word classifications elaborated for Sanskrit have been transferred to lan-
guages other than Sanskrit. If so, which ones, how and why? These are the main 
lines of thought which underlie the general reflection within which the present 
study falls, for, given the limitation of space, I concentrate mainly on classifica-
tions of nouns. Furthermore, I limit the scope of my paper to two grammars: a 
grammar of Hindi and a grammar of Malayalam. Fortunately, Hindi and Mala-
yalam belong to two different linguistic groups; this provides a sufficiently am-
ple space for reflection. 

As a first step, I give a very brief overview of word classifications elabo-
rated, by ancient Indian scholars, for Sanskrit; then, as a second step, I present 
the Hindi and the Malayalam classifications I have selected. I end by highlight-
ing what both these cases of study teach us regarding the Extended Sanskrit 
Grammar. 

2. Overview of word classifications elaborated for Sanskrit
When one looks at word classifications elaborated in Sanskrit scholarly disci-
plines dealing with language,2 one observes, among other things, that: 
1) there is a wide range of word classifications;
2) these word classifications are based on different criteria: mainly semantic (catego-

ries are grounded in the relations words have with non-linguistic elements, see
classifications mentioned under 1 in the appendix), formal (categories are ground-
ed in the material structures of words and their variations, see classifications men-
tioned under 2 in the appendix) and pragmatic criteria (categories are grounded in
the relations words have with their usage, see classifications mentioned under 3 in
the appendix);

3) words — and nouns especially — are more often classified according to semantic
criteria;

4) among the Sanskrit scholarly disciplines dealing with language (see note 2), gram-
mar resorts to the widest range of word classifications (see the classifications
mentioned under 1, 2 and 3 in the appendix). Though these classifications are not
mutually exclusive, as far as I know, there is no attempt, in grammar, at a global

2) Padap has, phonetics ( ik ), metrics (Chandas), grammar (Vy kara a), semantic explanation
(Nirvacana, Nirukta), Vedic hermeneutics (M m s ), lexicography (Nigha u and later, Ko a), 
poetics (Ala k ra) and dialectics (Ny ya). 
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classification that attempts to include the various word-class systems into one sin-
gle system; 

5) some of word classifications have circulated among these disciplines and have
been diversely re-used, with or without change, and/or have been merged — out-
side grammar, thus — with another classification. One may mention an example
coming from dialectics. Dialecticians mainly developed two classifications of
nouns: one according to kinds of noun-object relation and one according to what
causes the application of a noun (a classification which originates from grammar).
In his abda aktiprak ik , Jagad a, a well-known dialectician of the late 16th c.,
combined both classifications in a general word-class system which even includes
grammatical categories (diagram borrowed from Matilal 1975):3

 sa-arthaka abda 
             (significant word) 

  prak ti    pratyaya          nip ta 
   (base)  (affix) (invariable  

word) 

   n man dh tu      vibhakti dh tva a taddhita  k t 
  (nominal)     (verbal)      (ending)   (aff. form.     (2ndary      (1ary 

 deriv. verbs)    suff.)      suff.) 

  r ha  lak aka  yogar ha   yaugika    ga okta    yaugika   sautra sUP    ti  
   (conven-   (figur-    (etymological    (etymo-       (root listed     (derivative      (root      (nom.)  (verb.) 

 tional)     ative)   & conventional)   logical)     in appendices)      verb)     mentionned 
        by P ini) 

NAIMITTIKA  P RIBH IKA  AUP DHIKA 
 (generic     (singular   (imposed  
 property)    property)    property) 

This kind of mixed classification is particularly interesting for us for it ties in 
with what we often find in grammars resulting from a transfer. 

Let’s look at the examples. 

3) The classification based on the kinds of noun-object relation is underlined, the classification
based on the cause of application is in capital letters and grammatical categories–mainly based on 
formal criteria–are in bold type. 

�
�
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3. Some cases of noun classification in grammars
of Hindi and Malayalam

3.1 Hindi 
Hindi is a language belonging to the modern Indo-Aryan group, it is therefore 
genetically related to Sanskrit. Contrary to Sanskrit, which belongs to the old 
Indo-Aryan group, it is an almost agglutinative language — only two cases left 
— where grammatical functions are indicated by postpositions, and the verbal 
morphology is highly analytic. Hindi has been subject to various grammatical 
descriptions (see Bhatia 1987), beginning in 1698, with the grammar written in 
Dutch by the German Ketelaar.    

I concentrate here on a very popular text written in 1827 by Reverend 
Adam, a Christian priest located in Benares. The title — which is given in Hindi 
as well as in English — is: b lakõke ikh neke4 liye pra nottarak  r tise spa a 
hind  bh k  vy kara a (I have kept Adam’s way of cutting up words) “A Hin-
dee Grammar for the instruction of the young in the form of easy questions and 
answers”. This is the first grammar written in Hindi, by a non-Indian, for school 
and college native learners of Hindi as a first language (Bhatia 1987: 102). It is 
presented by specialists as being a “traditional” grammar. In this text, words 
seem to be divided into eight categories (I say “seem” because, though items are 
listed one after the other, it is not impossible that Adam had a hierarchy in mind, 
at least for some of the items):  
— nouns (sa jñ ), which are subdivided into four classes,  
— adjectives (gu  v cak),5  
— pronouns (sarvan m), which are subcategorized into six classes,6  
— verbs (kriy ), which are subdivided into four classes,7  
— participles (asm pik  kriy  “non-finite verbs”), which are subdivided into four 

categories),8  
— affixes (p r vavartt  lit. “which is adjacent”), which are subdivided into two 

classes,9 
— interjections ( k epak  ukti lit. “critical/condemnatory utterance”)  
— compounds (sam s), which are subdivided into six classes.10  

4) One should read ik neke. 
5) The section devoted to gu  v cak is not distinctly separated from the sa jñ  section. The adjec-

tive category can be seen as a subcategory of nouns, I think. 
6) Personal (n m v cak), relative (sambandha v cak), definite (ni caya v cak), indefinite (ani caya

v cak), honorific (adhik r aur gaurav sahit) and interrogatice (pra na v cak). 
7) Intransitives (akarmak), transitives (kart v cya), causatives (prera rthak) and passives (karma-

i v cya). 
8) Past conjunctive participles (kriy  vi e a ), present participles (vartam n), past participles (bh t) 

and gerundives (s k ika kriy ). 
9) Prefixes (upasarga) and suffixes + postpositions (parvart ). 
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Let’s look more closely at the classification of nouns. Nouns (sa jñ , which is a 
term of Sanskrit origin broadly signifying “conventional name”)11 are divided 
into four classes according to the object they refer to:  
— proper nouns (prakrit n mv cak lit. “which refers to [v cak] proper [prakrit] noun 

[n m]”, e.g. R mmohan, Ga g ),  
— common nouns (j ti v cak “which refers to a genus/species”, e.g. manu ya “hu-

man being”, pa u “cattle”),  
— abstract nouns (bh v v cak “which refers to the nature/the essence [of some-

thing]”, similar to the Sanskrit use of bh va in grammar, e.g. uttamatva and utta-
mat  “superiority”),  

— verbal nouns (kriy  v cak “which refers to an action”, these are infinitives which 
can be used as subjects or objects and can be inflected as masculine nouns, e.g. 
son  “to sleep”, j n  “to go”).  

The nouns (sa jñ ) are further subcategorized into:  
— either animate (pr  v cak “which refers to a living being”, e.g. j va “living crea-

ture”, jantu “animal”) or inanimate (apr  v cak “which refers to a non-living 
being”, e.g. ma  “earth”, p  “stone”) nouns  

— and masculine (pulli ga) or feminine (str li ga) nouns. 

One obtains the following diagram:   
[ abda] 
(word) 

sa jñ     gu  v cak   sarvan m   kriy  v cak  asm pik  kriy   p r vavartt    k epak  u°   sam s 
(noun)        (adj.)        (pronoun)        (verb)         (participle)            (affix)            (interject.)    (comp.) 

          ………       ……      ……         …        ……… 

PRAKRIT N MV CAK   J TI V CAK   BH V V CAK   KRIY  V CAK 
      (proper n.)            (common n.)   (abstract n.)      (verbal n.) 

pr  v°  apr  v°  pr  v°  apr  v° 
(anim.)   (inanim.)  (anim.)   (inanim.) 

  pulli ga   str li ga  
(masc.)       (fem.) 

10) Which are the Sanskrit categories: dvandva, bahuvr hi, karmadh raya, tatpuru a, dvigu, avyay -
bh va. 

11) The use of the term sa jñ  to designate the category of nouns is interesting: it echoes the use of
the very same term in works from Sanskrit dialecticians (see Aussant 2009: 55). 

�
�
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Adam’s noun classification therefore mixes semantic with formal criteria. The 
first level of this classification, in four classes based on a semantic criterion, 
clearly indicates that the noun is taken first as a substantive, i.e. as a name for a 
thing, and, indeed, this is explicitly stated by Adam (vastuke n mam trako 
sa jñ  kahate hai  “Nouns express the mere name/mention of a thing”). This 
fourfold classification echoes the one that we find in the Mah bh ya of Patañ-
jali, a grammarian of the 2nd c. BC, considered as the outstanding commentator 
of the A dhy y , the famous Sanskrit grammar composed by P ini (5th c. 
BC). Patañjali divides nouns into four categories according to their prav tti-
nimitta “cause of application” (see classification 1.2 in the appendix):  
— j ti- abda, nouns whose cause of application is a generic property, e.g. go- “cow”,  
— gu a- abda, nouns whose cause of application is a quality, e.g. ukla- “white”, 
— kriy - abda, nouns whose cause of application is an action, e.g. calita- “moving”,  
— yad cch abda, arbitrary nouns whose cause of application is the wish of the 

speaker, e.g. proper names such as ittha or Devadatta.  

Some other noun classifications based on the cause of application were elabo-
rated in the Sanskrit scholarly disciplines dealing with language, in particular in 
the field of Dialectics (see, for instance, the section in capital letters in Jaga-
d a’s classification given above). Causes of application and objects of nouns 
constituted very important topics among Sanskrit scholars but, within the scope 
of Sanskrit grammar — though the reflection on these subjects originates in 
grammar —, they were not particularly exploited for the strictly speaking “lan-
guage description” (prakriy ). What is interesting here, in Adam’s grammar, is 
that this semantic classification is included in a classification that is mainly for-
mal. 

The second level of the classification of nouns, i.e. animate/inanimate, is 
also based on a semantic criterion subcategorization which is indicated by the 
morphology of Hindi: “in addition to direct and oblique cases, all nouns refer-
ring to human beings may also have a special vocative case form in the plural 
and in the singular of masculine” of one of the two declensional subtypes 
(Shapiro 2003: 262). The third level, i.e. masculine/feminine is based on a for-
mal criterion. It is interesting to note that, though the notion of grammatical gen-
der is very ancient in Sanskrit grammatical texts, it was used — as a criterion to 
classify nouns — very sparingly until the 10th c. We find, in the A dhy y  and 
the K tantra, among others, a few technical terms to designate masculine or 
feminine nouns ending in -i/  or -u/ , as well as operations (elision or substitu-
tion of nominal endings according to the gender and the phonological form of 
the stem).12 But the use of gender, combined with ending, as a criterion for clas-

12) See for instance svamor napu sak t || A 7.1.23 “-sU (nom. sg.) and -am (acc. sg.) endings [are
elided] after a neuter stem” and ato’m || A 7.1.24 “-am replaces [-sU (nom. sg.) and -am (acc. sg.) 
endings after a nominal stem ending in] -a”. 
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sifying nouns appears for the first time in Dharmak rti’s R p vat ra, a Sanskrit 
grammar of the 10th c. (?) topically organised. It is commonly used in grammars 
— such as the  R p vat ra — which rearrange the order of P ini’s rules (see 
Bha oji D k ita’s classification, n°2.2 in the appendix). 

Hence, in Adam’s grammar, which, surprisingly, does not show any trace of 
Greco-Latin influence — except, maybe, for interjections — Sanskrit terminol-
ogy as well as different classification tools are mixed with vernacular elements 
(asm pik  kriy , p r vavartt , k epak  ukti, pr  vs apr  v cak). 

3.2 Malayalam 
Malayalam is a Dravidian language; originally, it is a West-coast dialect of 
Tamil. Throughout its development, and mostly due to the presence of Nambu-
diri (Hindu) Brahmins in Kerala, Malayalam has been heavily influenced by the 
Sanskrit language, a relationship that sets it apart from other Dravidian lan-
guages such as Tamil, Kannada and Telugu. 

The oldest known grammatical observations related to Malayalam are found 
in a poetical treatise of the 14th century: the L l tilakam. This text, composed of 
Sanskrit s tras, describes — among other things — morphological and phono-
logical characteristics of Ma iprav am, the mediaeval literary language of 
Kerala, which is defined as a mixture of the Kera abh  — an early form of 
Malayalam — and Sanskrit. Four centuries later, in an 1878 grammatical treatise 
written by a Malayali, Kovu i Nedu g i, and titled K ra a Kaumud , one 
finds different classifications based on different criteria. Again, the work is pre-
sented by specialists as being “traditional”. 

In the chapter devoted to technical terms (paribh lokam), words ( abda) 
are divided into two categories: r hi and yogar hi, the first category includes 
words whose etymology is unknown while the second comprises words whose 
etymology is easy to grasp. We have already encountered this terminology in 
Jagad a’s classification (see above), at the 4th level of the diagram: though re-
fined and systematized by dialecticians, this terminology very probably comes 
from the distinction Sanskrit grammarians made between yoga “etymological 
semantic relation” and r hi “conventional meaning”,13 a distinction which is 
directly linked to the correspondence degree between what the word signifies 
etymologically (or literally) and what it actually denotes, a question of primary 
importance in ancient India, where there was a strong belief in a fundamental 
parallelism between language and the real world.  

13) The term yoga- occurs in P ini’s grammar (LUB yoga-apr khy n t || A 1.2.54 “Since there is
no necessary connection (yoga) [between the denotation of an affix and a particular place of
residence], deletion [need not be taught]”) and the term r hi- is used from K ty yana (V 1 ad A
3.3.1) onwards. 
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In the chapter devoted to words ( abd lokam), still in the K ra a Kaumud , 
words are divided into tatsama, tadbhava and de ya. This terminology comes 
from Prakrit grammars written in Sanskrit which divide words into three classes 
(see classification 2.3 in the appendix): 1) Sanskrit words which can be used as 
such (tat-sama-, literally “analogous to that”, where “that” stands for Sanskrit); 
2) words derived from Sanskrit according to the rules taught in Prakrit grammars
(tad-bhava-, literally “arising from that”); 3) words independent of Sanskrit, dia-
lectal words (de -, literally “regional”, these words are listed in Prakrit lexica). 
In the K ra a Kaumud , tatsama words and tadbhava words are included in the 
yogar hi category while de ya words are included in the r hi category. Then, 
nouns are classified into four types, namely generic terms (j ti), proper nouns 
(sa jñ ), quality nouns (gu a) and action nouns (kriy ); this echoes, once again, 
Patañjali’s classification of nouns mentioned under 1.2 in the appendix. These 
classifications the K ra a Kaumud  mentions, which are rather based on seman-
tic criteria, constitute the left side of the diagram given below. On the right side 
of the diagram, we find a classification of padas, i.e. inflected words, into three 
main formal subdivisions: nouns (subanta/n ma/p r), verbs (ti anta/kriy /vina) 
and indeclinables (avyaya), which could be seen as a modified version14 of the 
P inian classification of padas (see classification 2.1 in the appendix). The 
threefold classification of the K ra a Kaumud  is introduced in the chapter de-
voted to inflected words (pad lokam). So, according to the kind of classifica-
tion, semantically or formally based, the point of departure will be abda or 
pada (highlighted in grey on the diagram below). What is particularly notewor-
thy, in the formal classification of word units (right side of the diagram), is that 
the grammatical terminology of Tamil origin is included. From the Tolk ppiyam 
— the most ancient Tamil grammar to have survived — onwards, two classifica-
tions of words coexist: peyar-c-col (nouns), vi ai-c-col (verbs), i ai-c-col (parti-
cles) and uri-c-col (lit. “appropriate” words, according to Chevillard 2013) in 
the first place, which is akin to a list of parts of speech, and iya -col (simple or 
natural words), tiri-col (lit. “mutant” or “twisted” words, according to Chevil-
lard 2013), ticai-c-col (regional words) and va a-col (Sanskrit words) in the sec-
ond place, which enumerates the words found in literary compositions. In the 
K ra a Kaumud , both these classifications are combined with a formal classi-
fication of Sanskrit origin: p r (Tamil peyar) is used together with subanta 
(P inian term) and n man (Sanskrit term), vina (Tamil vinai) is used together 
with ti anta (P inian term) and kriy  (Sanskrit term), i accol (Tamil i ai-c-col) 
and uriccol are included in the indeclinable (avyaya) class. Furthermore, va acol 
and ticaccol (Tamil ticai-c-col) are included in the noun class: 

14) Adverbs are no longer included in the noun category. 
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    J TI   de ya       r hi  avyaya 
   (generic     (regionalism)       (unknown etymo.) (indeclinable + 
      term)    i accol particles, uriccol ‘app. word’) 

 abda  
SA JÑ (word) / ti anta/kriy /vina 

  (proper            tatsama pada       (verb)    pratisa jñ  
    noun)    (word which    yogar hi       (inflected  (pers. pro.) 

GU A looks like Skt)       (known etymo.) word)  k danta 
(quality (verb. deriv.) 

     noun)      tadbhava subanta/n ma/p r    taddhita 
   (word deriv.         (noun +    (nom. deriv.) 

KRIY   from Skt)  va acol Skt word,     sam sa 
(action ticaccol regional word)    (compound) 

     noun) bh van ma 
(abst. noun)15 

             kriy n ma16 
(verb. noun)
 sa kh n ma 
 (numeral)
 sarvan ma17 
 (pronoun) 

We have therefore here an attempt at amalgamating nearly all the word-class 
systems — initially elaborated for Sanskrit, Prakrit or Tamil and based on 
various criteria — into a general, “all-inclusive” classification. And, except for 
one or two inconsistencies,18 it is working.   

4. Concluding remarks
What do these two examples teach us regarding the Extended Sanskrit Gram-
mar? 

First, they confirm the idea that Sanskrit grammatical tools transferred to 
languages other than Sanskrit have been adapted, most of the time: word-class 
systems elaborated for Sanskrit were not transferred as they were.  

Second, they illustrate a fairly clear trend which consists in combining 
word-class systems based on different criteria. One observes the same tendency 
in grammars of Bengali.19 It is interesting to observe that, though the majority of 
these distinct word-class systems were developped within the scope of Sanskrit 
grammar, some come from other Sanskrit scholarly disciplines dealing with lan-
guage (dialectics and poetics,20 among others) or even from quite another gram-

15) E.g. m attanam “foolishness” (suff. -tanam), see Ezhuthachan (1975: 141). 
16) E.g. pôkal “to go”, varal “to come”, (suff. -kal and -al), see Ezhuthachan (1975: 141). 
17) Quantifiers such as pala “many” and cila “few/a few” are included, see Ezhuthachan (1975: 141). 
18) The inclusion of ticaccol in the noun category instead of the de ya category, for instance. 
19) See Bandyopadhyay (2011: 87 and 108). 
20) For instance, in R j  Shivpras d Sit r-e-Hind’s Hind  vy kara a (1875), one finds a class of
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matical tradition. This phenomenon confirms the idea that the path of the trans-
fers did not start only, nor directly, from the P inian model: it often took com-
plex routes where different models were intertwined. Furthermore, this demon-
strates that the indefinite process of accretion which characterizes linguistic 
knowledge (Auroux 1989: 31), does not stop after a transfer, it is rather the 
opposite.  

Appendix (Word classifications elaborated for Sanskrit) 

1. Some classifications based on semantic criteria
1.1 Fields of Sanskrit erudition: semantic explanation, phonetics, grammar ... 
— n man “noun”: has substance (sattva) as its principal meaning 
— khy ta “verb”: has being (bh va) has its principal meaning 
— upasarga “preposition”: [view 1] has no meaning but indicates (dyotaka) that a noun or a 

verb has a specific connection with an action; [view 2] expresses the meaning which 
brings about modification in the meaning of a noun or a verb 

— nip ta “particle”: has a meaning 

1.2 Field of Sanskrit erudition: grammar 
— j ti- abda “generic word”: has a generic property as cause of application (prav tti-

nimitta), e.g. go (“cow”) denotes a cow because of its gotva “cowness” 
— gu a- abda “quality word”: has a quality as cause of application, e.g. ukla (“white”) 

denotes an object or a substance because of its uklatva “whiteness” 
— kriy - abda “action word”: has an action as cause of application, e.g. cala (“moving”) 

denotes an object or a substance because of its calatva “property of being mobile” 
— yad cch - abda “arbitrary word”: has the wish of the speaker as cause of application, 

e.g. ittha (proper name) denotes an individual because the speaker has decided to name 
this individual in this way 

1.3 Field of Sanskrit erudition: dialectics 
— naimittik -sa jñ  “noun whose cause of application is a generic property”, e.g. go 

(“cow”) 
— aup dhik -sa jñ  “noun whose cause of application is an adventitious property”, e.g. 

pa u “animal” 
— p ribh ik -sa jñ  “noun which refers to its object directly (i.e. without a cause of 

application), e.g. ittha (proper name) 

1.4 Field of Sanskrit erudition: dialectics 
— yaugika- abda: word with a primary relation to the object which is etymological/deri-

vative, e.g. p caka (root pac- “to cook” + agent suff. -aka = “cooker”); the etymologi-
cal/derivative meaning of p caka directly corresponds to the object denoted (a cooker) 

meaningful words (s rthak)–presumably opposed to a class of non-meaningful words–which is 
subdivided into denotative (v cak) and connotative (lakshak), both terms which originate from 
Sanskrit poetics. 
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— r ha- abda: word with a primary relation to the object which is conventional, e.g. go- 
“cow” and proper names; the (possible) etymological/derivative meaning of the word 
does not correspond to the object denoted by the word (it is determined by convention)  

— yoga-r ha- abda: word with a primary relation to the object which is partly etymologi-
cal and partly conventional, e.g. pa kaja which literally means “born in the mud” and is 
used to refer exclusively to the pink lotus; the etymological/derivative meaning of the 
word corresponds to the object denoted, but the word is conventionally associated with a 
certain type of lotus 

— yaugika-r ha- abda: word with a primary relation to the object which is etymological 
or conventional, e.g. the word udbhid which literally means “tree”, is used to denote trees 
as well as (through a conventional relation) a certain type of sacrifice 

1.5 Fields of Sanskrit erudition: poetics, grammar 
— v caka- abda: “expressive word” which denotes its object directly, according to an es-

tablished convention (sa keta), e.g. in gau  calati “the cow moves”, the word go denotes 
directly its object, <cow> 

— l k a ika- abda: “indicative word” which indirectly denotes its object by indicating it, 
e.g. in ga g y  gho a  “a hamlet on the bank of the river Ga g ”, the word ga g  in-
dicates the object <bank of the river Ga g > 

— vyañjaka- abda: “suggestive word” which indirectly denotes its object by suggesting it, 
e.g. in ga g y  gho a  “a hamlet on the bank of the river Ga g ”, the word ga g  sug-
gests the qualities <coolness and holinesss> 

2. Some classifications based on formal criteria
2.1 Field of Sanskrit erudition: grammar (P ini’s classification of padas) 

 see p. 20 

2.2 Field of Sanskrit erudition: grammar 
— aJ-anta-pu -li gam: masculine stem (pu -li gam) ending in a vowel (aJ-anta)  
— aJ-anta-str -li gam: feminine stem (str -li gam) ending in a vowel (aJ-anta)  
— aJ-anta-napu saka-li gam: neuter stem (napu saka-li gam) ending in a vowel (aJ-

anta) 
— haL-anta-pu -li gam: masculine stem (pu -li gam) ending in a consonant (haL-anta) 
— haL-anta- str -li gam: feminine stem (str -li gam) ending in a consonant (haL-anta) 
— haL-anta-napu saka-li gam: neuter stem (napu saka-li gam) ending in a consonant 

(haL-anta) 

2.3 Field of Sanskrit erudition: grammar (Prakrit grammars — written in Sanskrit) 
— tat-sama: literally “analogous to that”, where “that” stands for Sanskrit; Sanskrit words 

which can be used as such 
— tad-bhava: literally “arising from that”; words derived from Sanskrit according to the 

rules taught in Prakrit grammars 
— de : literally “regional” (these words are listed in Prakrit lexica); words independent 

from Sanskrit, dialectal words 
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pada 
(inflected word) 

sUBanta    ti anta 
(noun)     (verb) 

pr tipadika + sUP-pratyaya dh tu + ti -pratyaya 
    (nominal base + sUP endings)  (verbal base + ti  endings) 

    [...]   sarvan man    avyaya     k danta   taddhit nta     sam sa  bhv di   SaN di 
(pronoun)      (invariable)  (primary   (second.      (compound)     (bare    (deriv. 

   deriv.)     deriv.)       root)   verb) 

    svar di    nip ta    others bhv di   ad di    etc. 
    (adverb)    (part.,    (1st class    (2nd class 

    prev.,    roots)        roots) 
   prepo.) 

c di        pr di karmapracan ya  
   (particle)   (preverb)    (preposition) 

   upasarga      gati

3. Some classifications based on pragmatic criteria
3.1 Fields of Sanskrit erudition: grammar, poetics 
— vaidika- abda: Vedic word, i.e. word used in Vedic texts or in the domain of Vedic (= 

religious) practices 
— laukika- abda: mundane word, i.e. word used in the domain of common usage 

3.2 Fields of Sanskrit erudition: grammar, poetics 
— (s dhu-) abda: correct word  
— apa- abda, apa-bhra a, mleccha: corrupt/deviant word, barbarism 
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